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499789380292144 Part II: 9789380292151 Size: 9.0 inch x 6.0 inch Other details: Weight of book: 2.2 kg Look inside the book A statue was ordered on December 22 and paid 194.25 including free delivery to me as a gift for Christmas and confirmed that it would be there in 4-5 days, but never arrived until December 30
and despite the various emails I replied only that it is to be completed and sent in 24 hours, but this was a lie and no further delivery information was any sent to me. I called and left a message on the phone number listed on their website, which is a New York number, but no one answered that phone and I left messages,
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ordered from you, two years now. You're an oasis! To the whole team, I wish you had a beautiful trip... Fotis, Greece Beautiful website, hassle free orders and deliveries, incredible discounts on purchases, such a pleasure of shopping on your website Ani, UNITED KINGDOM Thank you for providing first class services. I
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